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some sixteen kilometres in length by twelve in
width, though under water to-day, was, in the time
of the early Khalifs, covered with date-groves, gar-
dens and orchards, and considered at that time as
one of the four earthly paradises. How they
reclaimed this land is easy to understand from the
description of the Arab historians. The Tigris
joined the Euphrates higher up its course, probably
at Qurna, and the land flooded to-day was then a
marsh. A channel was dug along the edge of the
desert from the Euphrates to opposite Zobeir, which
was then known as Basrah. This canal took a
right angular bend at Zobeir and made straight
for the Shatt al Arab down the line of the present
Ashar creek to the modern Basrah which was then
known as Ubulla (Apollyon). This rectangular
canal, which was known as the ' Paid * (or flood
canal) of Basrah, provided the irrigation waters for
these lands.5'
I have quoted this in full, partly for the pleasure
of recording the ancient name of Basrah, which it
certainly earned once more during the war, but
chiefly for the description of the " Faid," which will
appear again.
The Turks took no steps to stop this flooding.
They were quite content to keep Basrah and the
date-gardens high and dry by means of small
protective earth banks running along the creeks,
and across from creek to creek at the desert limit
of cultivation, and by 1914 they had made no
improvement. The result was that during the
flood season in the spring of 1915 our troops at
Basrah found themselves upon an island, with the
Shatt al Arab on the east and a flooded area ten
miles wide on the west, cutting them off from their
outposts and detachments on the. Shaiba-Zobeir

